Pricelist
(Prices include VAT)
Prices are subject to change.

2020 – 2021
Sale of live animals and other services for fee hunting of game by hunting guests in the hunting
grounds of Svarinka, Paliesky Deer Field.

General conditions:
1.Those interested in fee hunting of game shall send an order to Sankt Hubert SK, a.s., Starojánska 118,
032 03 Liptovský Ján, where the type of game, age class, and hunting dates will be precisely defined.
2.Within 7 days of receiving the order confirmation, the interested party will pay to the account of
Sankt Hubert SK, a.s., the account number: IBAN: SK67 1100 0000 0026 2171 4910; Tatra banka, a.s.;
a deposit in the amount of 1/3 of the shooting price. Based on the received deposit, an invitation to the
hunt will be issued to the hunting guest.
3.After receiving the invitation to the hunt, the guest registers with Sankt Hubert SK, a.s. on phone
numbers specified in the invitation in order to agree on the exact terms of the fee hunting.
4.At the agreed date, the guest will arrive at Sankt Hubert SK, a.s., where he/she will submit an
invitation to the hunt, a hunting license, and a firearms license. The hunting administrator will fill in a
hunting permit for the hunter and designate a hunting guide.
5.Accommodation of the hunting guest will be provided as agreed.
6.The evaluation of the trophy will be performed in the presence of the hunting guest in the fresh state
within 24 hours after boiled by the CIC method. Any complaints must be made when the hunt record is
issued.
7.A 100% surcharge on the hunting fee shall be charged for the capture or shooting of game, which has
not been authorized by the guide.
8. In the case of joint boar hunts, it is possible to agree on a flat rate in writing.
9.The following rates will be charged for the use of means of transport during hunting: Bus of
€1.00/km; off-road vehicle of €0.50/km; car of €0.50/km.
10. A fee for arranging a hunting ticket and compulsory insurance for foreign hunters:
Fee for a weekly hunting ticket + insurance

€40

Fee for a monthly hunting ticket + insurance
Organizational fee

€70
€50

11.If the hunting guest refuses to shoot the game ordered and determined by a guide, the hunt shall end
immediately and a fee is charged:
Deer buck
€85
Deer doe and fawn
€70
Roe deer buck
€85
Roe doe and fawn
€35
Wild boar
€85
Bear
€335
12.In the event of a false shot, a fee shall be charged for the false shot:
Deer buck
€200
Deer doe and fawn
€85
Roe deer buck
€85
Roe doe and fawn
€35
Wild boar
€85
Bear
€500
Wolf
€100
13.The hitting fee is charged when the color of the shot game is found on the adjusted shot. Guest
participation in tracking is welcome:
Deer buck
€835
Deer doe and fawn
€170
Roe deer buck
€185
Roe doe and fawn
€50
Mouflon buck
€735
Mouflon doe and fawn
€170
Wild boar
€485
Wild boar sow
€250
Wild boar piglet
€85
Bear
€2 500
Wolf
€220
Badger
€50
Fox
€7
Upon successful tracking, a surcharge will be added to the shooting price per each started hour
of tracking of €20. Tracking of shot animals, if the shooting was specified in the record of the
hunt, may continue even after the departure of the hunting guest. Upon tracking, the trophy
will be scored and handed over to the hunter after he/she pays a difference between the hitting
fee and shooting price. If the tracking was unsuccessful, a fee of €70 will be charged.
14.Daily fee for each hunting guest on a joint wild boar hunt is as agreed. In the case of joint hunts,
the false shot is not charged.
15. Accompaniment of a hunting guest (1 walk)

€25

16. Adjustment of the trophy, peeling, boiling, cleaning, and bleaching
shall be charged as follows:
Deer - antlers with a skull
Roe deer - antlers with a skull
Wild boar - tusks
Fox, badger - leather, skull
Wolf - leather, skull
Bear
Dermoplastic trophy preparation

€100
€50
€40
€75
€250
by agreement
by agreement

17.After the end of the hunting event, the authorized employee of Sankt Hubert SK, a.s. shall
make a record of the hunt, which serves as a basis for the settlement of the event. The record
of the hunt shall also be signed by the hunting guest. On the basis of the record of the hunt, the

settlement of the hunting event is performed. The hunting guest shall pay the calculated
amount:
a)In cash
b)By crediting the account of Sankt Hubert SK, a.s.
c)By postal order
The trophy will be handed over to the hunter upon the financial settlement of the hunting event,
and after an agreement was made on the submission of the trophy for the breeding inspection.
18. All prices in this pricelist are listed with VAT.
19.After the game was caught, the guest is obliged to pay for he caught game with the skin as follows: deer
1.5 €/kg; fallow deer €2/kg; a mouflon €1.5/kg. Valid for season of 2020/2021.

Common Conditions
1. The hunting guest shall make a payment of the flat rate sum in advance to the account of Sankt
Hubert SK, a.s.; if in cash, then on the day of the beginning of the hunting event at the latest.
2. The accommodation included in the flat rate will be provided by Sankt Hubert SK, a.s..
3. In the event that, at the request of a hunting guest, trophy game was caught with a parameter of the
trophy exceeding the limit stated in the flat rate, the hunting guest will pay extra difference according
to the individual prices (a shooting price) stated in this pricelist.
4. When trophy game was caught with a trophy parameter lower than the margin agreed in the flat-rate
prices, Sankt Hubert SK, a.s. will return the amount to the guest, as if no required trophy game has
been shot. Subsequently, the hunting guest pays the actual value of the trophy according to individual
prices (a shooting price) listed in this pricelist.
5. When a game was shot, the fee for shooting game stated at the individual prices of this pricelist shall
be deducted from the amount refunded for non-shooting the required game.
6. When another piece of trophy game was shot during the guest's stay, the price of this additional
trophy will be charged according to the individual prices (a shooting price) as listed in this pricelist.
7. At the end of the stay ended at the request of the hunting guest earlier than is the number of days
agreed in the flat rate, the hunting guest will not be refunded an aliquot of the flat rate. That, however,
shall not apply to the refund in the case of non-shooting the required game, which is separately
indicated at the flat rate.
8. The flat rate does not include a hunting license and insurance for foreign hunters and an
organizational fee, which foreign guests shall pay separately in the amount according to this pricelist.
9. The capture or shooting of game, which has not been authorized by the guide, shall be charged with a
100% surcharge to the hunting fee.
10. The hunt will end prematurely if the hunting guest refuses to shoot at the ordered species game.
11. The shooting price shall be charged, if the color of the shot game was found on the adjusted shot;
the Sankt Hubert SK, a.s. company ensures that it is traced down by a hunting dog. If the shot game is
tracked after the departure of the hunting guest, a trophy will be evaluated (by weighing or measuring)
and, after a difference is paid between the shooting price and hunting fee, a trophy will be handed over
to the hunter.
12. After the end of the hunting event, the authorized employee of Sankt Hubert SK, a.s. prepares a
record of the hunt, which serves as a basis for the settlement of the action. The record of the hunt shall
also be signed by the hunting guest. Based on the record of the hunt, the authorized employee of Sankt
Hubert
SK,
a.s.
performs
the
settlement
of
the
hunting
action.

13. Evaluation (weighing or measuring) of the trophy will be performed in the presence of the
hunting guest in a fresh state within 24 hours after boiling. Any complaints must be made when the
record of the hunt is issued. Only complaints listed in the record of the hunt can be further resolved.
14. When hunting a trophy game, the trophy will be issued to the fee guest only after he/she has settled
the price of the hunting event and after the agreement was made on the submission of the trophy for the
breeding inspection.
15. In the case of joint hunting and possibly also in the case of hunting for several species of game, it is
possible to agree on a flat rate in writing, through the Sankt Hubert SK, a.s. company, or provide a
logistical discount for a limited volume of hunting of up to 10%.
16. In the case of joint hunts for pheasants and wild boars, the number of games caught will be agreed
bindingly with the designated employees of Sankt Hubert SK, a.s. at each site separately.
17. At the request of Sankt Hubert SK, a.s., the guest must present a trophy for a breeding inspection.
18. The price of game sold in skin will be charged according to a special pricelist.
19. A cancellation fee of 30% of the shooting price will be charged for the hunt bindingly ordered and
confirmed.

Shooting Prices on Individual Species of Game, by Age, Sex
and Point Value.
The hunting period is extended by 1 month in the deer field.

1.Deer

Hunting season:
Pairing season approx.:
The top of the pairing season:
The target age of the deer is 11 years.
Deer
Deer
Deer doe and fawn

01.09. - 31.12.
10.09. - 05.10.
15.09. - 25.09.

from 2 to 10 years – only individuals unsuitable
for further breeding
11 years and older -all
-all

Shooting prices:
Deer doe, fawn
Yearling
Deer buck up to 140,00 CIC points
145,00 CIC points
150,00 CIC points

€90
€125
€600
€650
€690

155,00 CIC points
160,00 CIC points
165,00 CIC points
from 170,00 CIC points from 179,99 CIC points
from 180,00 CIC points from 189,99 CIC points
from 190,00 CIC points from 199,99 CIC points
from 200,00 CIC points from 209,99 CIC points
210,00 CIC points
The specification of a specific price for a trophy will
be done by evaluation and interpolation in the range
of the stated values.
Medal prizes:

Bronze
Silver
Gold

€800
€1 200
€1 400
€1 600 + €30
€1 900+ €60
€2 500 + €90
€3 400 + €120
€4 600 + €200

from 170 CIC
from 190 CIC
from 210 CIC

2. Roe deer

Hunting time:
Roe deer buck:
Roe deer doe, fawn:
Pairing season approx.:
The target age of roe deer is 6 years.
Roe deer:

16.05. - 30.09.
01.09. - 30.11.
15.07. - 10.08.
1 – 5 years - only individuals unsuitable for other breeding
from 6 years - all deer

Shooting prices:
Roe deer, doe, fawn
Yearling
Roe deer buck up to 90,00 CIC points
95,00 CIC points
100,00 CIC points
105,00 CIC points
110,00 CIC points
115,00 CIC points
120,00 CIC points
For each point started

€50
€70
€280
€400
€550
€750
€850
€1 150
€1 500
+€100

120,01 – 130,00 CIC
130,01 – C I C
The specification of a specific price for
a trophy will be done by evaluation and
interpolation in the range of the stated
values.
Roe deer abnormality, a rare trophy
Medal prizes:

Bronze
Silver
Gold

+€150

€600
from 105 CIC
from 115 CIC
from 130 CIC

3. Mouflon
In the Paliesky Deer Field

Hunting season:
Pairing season:

01.08. –31.01., The male in the deer field
November

all year round

Shooting prices:
Mouflon doe
Mouflon fawn
Mouflon with an antler length of up to 39.99 cm
Mouflon with an antler length of up to 49.99 cm
Mouflon with an antler length of up to 59.99 cm
from 60 cm to 69,99 cm - €600 and for each additional cm started
from 70 cm to 79,99 cm - €700
-//from 80 cm to 89,99 cm - €1400
-//from 90 cm
- €2200
-//The specification of a specific price for a trophy will be done by evaluation
and interpolation within the range of the stated values.

€50
€50
€200
€320
€520
+€10
+€70
+€80
+€100

4. Wild Boar

Hunting season:
Joint hunts:
Daily (site) fee for joint hunting:

16.07. -31.12.
01.10. -31.12.
100 €/ person

Shooting prices:
Wild boar piglet
Yearling up to 50 kg, once eviscerated with a head
Wild boar up to 12 – 14,99 cm
15 – 17,99 cm
18 – 19,99 cm

€80
€150
€300
€500
€900

20 – 21,99 cm
22 and more

€1 500
€1 850

The specification of a specific price for a trophy will be done by evaluation and interpolation
within the range of the stated values.
Medal prizes:

Bronze
Silver
Gold

from110 CIC
from 115 CIC
from 120 CIC

5. Fallow deer

Hunting season:

Fallow deer
Fallow deer doe, fawn

01.09. - 31.01. (Deer Field)
01.08. - 31.12.
15.10. - 15.11.
End of October

Pairing season approximately:
Peak of the pairing season:

Shooting prices:
Fallow deer doe, fawn,
Yearling
Fallow deer buck up to130,00 CIC points
150,00 CIC points
from 160,00 CIC points from 169,99 CIC points
from 170,00 CIC points from 179,99 CIC points
over 180,00 CIC points

€70
€100
€300
€700
€1 300 + €25
€1 600 + €40
€2 100 + €60

The specification of a specific price for a trophy will be done by evaluation and interpolation within
the range of the stated values.
Medal prizes:

Bronze
Silver
Gold

from 160 CIC
from 170 CIC
from 180 CIC

6. Other game species
In our district, it is also possible to hunt for the following types of game:
Type
Badger
Fox

hunting time
01.09. – 30.11.
all year

shooting price
€150
€20

7. Observation and Filming of Animals
Observation of a bear and other animals
Price

€50 / person / day

8. Price of Meat-Game with VAT
The meat is sold in the skin, once eviscerated, with the head and hoofs cut off. Wild game
is sold with heads.
Deer:
€3,60 / kg
Roe deer meat:
€6,00 / kg
Wild boar mea:
€3,00 / kg
Mouflon meat:
€2,00 / kg
Fallow deer meat:
€6,00 / kg

9. Cancellation Fees
In case of non-compliance with the dates of hunting, a cancellation fee will be charged in the
amount of the received deposit.

10. Price of Live Game
-Deer: by agreement
-Mouflon: by agreement
-Fallow deer: by agreement

HUNTING IS WAITING, REST, GRATITUDE,
TENSION OF THE SENSES.
HUNTING IS BOTH, HOPE AND DISAPPOINTMENT.

Good hunting!

